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Abstract: Software development in Open-Source Software systems (OSS) allow developers to share their code and modify other 

developers' code. That leads to collaboration in the development. They can either discuss on the items to be developed, including 

the errors and technical problems that were faced. One popular OSS platform is github which already has a large number of 

developers and projects. The data residing in the issues part of github is sufficiently large, complex and unstructured. It could 

be processed to find novel discoveries. This work concentrates on one selected project to be analyzed systematically. Routine 

Extract, Transform and Load (ETL) steps have been identified to clean the data before applying natural language processing 

for prioritizing and taking actions for the requirements. In a collaborative environment. Our work uses terms and guides 

developers for tracking the co-occurrence of the terms used together to help them focus on the important issues.  
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1. Introduction 

The Open-Source Systems (OSS) domain is prevalent in 

software development. Distribution policy with a 

licence allows developers to access the codes and 

redistribute them for their derivations and use. It 

includes its structure, ownership, membership, and 

contribution policy [1]. The developers had the 

motivation to participate in OSS organizations such as 

altruism, identification of their community, marketing 

themselves, increasing their skill base, selling their 

similar products and their personal needs [5]. Resource 

management and teamwork require version control 

systems.  

In OSS ecosystem, stakeholders are persons and 

firms who influence the system or are impacted by the 

system [4]. Requirement Engineering (RE) is concerned 

with the discovery of requirements imposed by 

stakeholders and documentation for the development 

activities. Stakeholders form a social network having 

core developers and passive users [1].   

RE predominantly involves the discovery of 

stakeholders' needs, which may be ambiguously 

described; this may need more elaboration for the 

resolution of the conflicting requirements [11].  

Requirement negotiation needs to elicit the problems 

that exist in the current system and are not identified in 

the development phase. Here, the requirements are 

refined further and validated. Meantime, quick 

development of software applications with minimal cost 

and shorter amount of time is another target that causes 

reusing existing products in a distributed development 

environment [7].  

Version Control System (VCS) is used for managing 

the evolution and development. It facilitates the 

management of the source code and keeps past versions. 

Developers collaborate in a coordinated and effective 

way [19].  

According to the description in [19], VCS is 

categorized in two classes: Centralized and distributed. 

Git is a typical example of Distributed VCS. It has been 

incorporated with the github web site.  

The popularity of git and Github is increasing due to 

their robustness, predisposition to teamwork from the 

aspects of collaboration, communication and carrying 

out the necessary part of the software engineering 

principles. As of 2022, GitHub reported over 83 million 

developers, 4 million organizations, and more than 327 

million repositories. 44 million of which are public 

repositories.   

During the software development, the developers and 

users in the community report errors using natural 

language. In general, issues are used to report bugs, or 

suggest new features [16]. Requirements are expressed 

in issues. Issues are transformed into relational 

information between the phrases to structure text data. 

Semi-automated detection of requirements would be 

feasible [17]. However, a full automation should be 

abstained [18].  Finally, there are attempts to extract 

requirement related data from text [17].   

This study addresses the issues in software 

development by concentrating on a particular project 

from Github, namely, the MS Typescript project. It is a 

syntactical superset of javascript. The target is to 
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analyze and describe the issues and prioritize frequent 

items as requirements. Issues have been manually 

categorized into four requirement types, namely, 

performance, documentation, installation, and 

information. These types have been inspected 

individually. After part of speech tagging of the data, 

nouns and adjectives have been particularly used for co-

occurrence analysis by employing association rule 

mining [6].  

An issue may be related to one or more classified 

requirement types. It will help us get sensitized to the 

problem. An accurate forecast of the resources includes 

budget, manpower and project work package 

identification with time planning. Critical parts can be 

overly tested and improved. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The 

scope of work is covered in section 2. The developed 

methodology is described in section 3. The experiments 

and results are included in section 4. Section 5 is 

conclusions and future work. 

2. Scope of Work 

Issues that have been collected as text can be processed 

for knowledge discovery. Co-occurrence of words in a 

particular domain reveals the strength of an important 

role for better analysis. Natural language processing has 

been employed from different perspectives to extract 

important terms, topics, and entities, optionally 

including their sentimental polarity with their 

relationships [9].  

Requirement engineering may also need to be 

processed for the elicitation step. Because of the 

previously mentioned reasons, a semi-automated 

system would be preferred.  

Part Of Speech (POS) Tagging has been used to link 

the words with tags to connect them to different types, 

such as noun phrase, adjective, verb, proposition, 

interjection, etc., [12]. Semantic Tagging is another 

direction for extracting elements and annotate them to 

ontological terms [15]. A framework for stakeholder 

profiling has been proposed by clustering the needs. 

Needs in a cluster are prioritized [2].  

Described in [8] is another study that proposes a deep 

learning-based approach for recommending a new 

repository. Topic modeling also plays an important role 

in RE [13]. 

3. System Overview 

Open source systems data, especially github data, is 

resourceful for RE which contains issues for the projects 

under development. Our system first, collects the issues. 

After they are collected from the github site, they are 

categorized as documentation, informative, 

performance and installation issues.  Collected data is 

cleansed; a pos tagger is employed following the stop 

word removal process. Next, the co-occurrence 

analysis, the association rule mining approach was 

applied on the processed data. It uncovers the 

association rules that lead to identifying significant 

results; they are ranked. In the following steps, actions 

that were taken have been described.  

 Issue Collection: the issues have been collected from 

MS Typescript (github.com/Microsoft/TypeScript) 

project which is a superset of the popular JavaScript. 

The reason for the selection of this project is its 

continuous support and development by a large 

number of developers and users. The common 

approach is that the breakdown of the requirements 

can be under four types, including documentation, 

informative, installation and performance type 

issues. In this study, the collected data have 143 

issues in total. They have been inspected manually, 

and have been categorized thoroughly. After 

categorizing the data, further pre-processing steps 

have been taken. For better analysis, descriptions 

which had more user comments were given more 

preference. The collected data has been categorized, 

and its distribution has been given as the total number 

of issues, which are distributed as follows: 20 are 

installation, 28 are performance, 36 are 

documentation, and 50 are informative.  

 Cleansing the Content: the content can intertwine 

since it is in unstructured and natural form. The data 

has been cleansed with regular expressions; the mark 

up content, emotions, and icons have been 

eliminated. After cleansing the data, stop word 

elimination is applied at the next step.  

 Eliminating Insignificant Words: textual content can 

be disorganized; it may contain the same word 

repeated at several locations. Besides, commonly 

used insignificant words, the so called stop words 

must be eliminated. A list of 421 stop words has been 

compiled [3]. 

 Applying the POS Tagger: in this study, after POS 

tagging, only nouns and adjectives have been 

considered and kept for further use. Others have been 

discarded. Empirical results indicate that nouns and 

adjectives give promising results. For this purpose, 

the Stanford CoreNLP POS Tagger has been used.  

 Employing Market Basket Analysis: market basket 

analysis of data mining has been utilized in several 

areas, including software engineering such as defect 

analysis, bug analysis, false test alarming, and 

change in source code analysis with impact analysis 

[10, 14].     

 Scoring the Extracted Words: after getting the words 

as frequent patterns, words co-occurring will lead to 

the rules. At this step, the top k rules are selected 

based on their confidence values.  

The rules related to the issues have been represented 

with the frequency count of each item. Items stand for 

the words. For each item ti its support value freqi is 
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assessed. Then items are ranked based on the occurrence 

number. Here, term t1 exists with a support value of 

freq1; other terms that coexist with t1 are detected. When 

t2 occurs with t1 with a support value of freq2, then t2 

contributes with a support value of freq2. The higher the 

value of freq2 is, the more influence t2 has on t1. The 

ranked results of item combinations with the frequency 

proportion can be presented to the decision makers for 

better interpretation of the issue types in four directions.  

Experiments and discussions are given in section 4. 

4. Experiments and Discussion 

Four issue types, namely documentation, installation, 

performance and informative have been considered. 

Each of these issue types has been analyzed separately 

in the following sections. The terms have been assessed 

and their analysis have been conducted for each 

individual issue type. In our study association rule 

mining has been run with minimum support value 

specified as minsup=.08 and minimum confidence value 

specified as minconf=.8.  We have taken top k=10 rules 

out of the list of all rules. Rules containing similar items 

have been removed. 
 

 Informative Type Issues: the methodology we have 

described in section 3 has been applied for the 

informative type issues. The association rules mining 

algorithm has been run with the abovementioned 

parameter values. Tables 1 and 2 list the nine rules 

after eliminating one duplicate; they are ranked. 

Table 1. Frequent item sets of informative type issues. 

Items Count Confidence 

value, variable 7  

1 

 
code, type, variable  5 

string, type 5 

function, variable 10 0.91 

statement, variable 6 0.86 

behaviour, variable 5 

0.83 
behaviour, typescript 5 

line, typescript 5 

fine, variable 5 

 

The calculations have been derived from the rules 

that were extracted from the data, mainly the data 

related to the informative type issues. Here, Table 2 

displays the final results in ranking the terms. It relies 

on the narrowed list in Table 1. Here the two 

components, initial term and the accompanying terms 

which define the influence to the initial term. 

Table 2. Analysis of frequent item sets of informative issue type. 

Initial Term Accompanying Terms Count/Over  

variable function 10/38 

variable value 7/38 

variable statement 6/38 

variable behaviour  

5/38 

 
variable fine 

variable code, type  

type string 

5/10 

type code, variable 

behaviour typescript 

behaviour variable 

typescript behaviour 

typescript line 

The study on the information type issues takes the 

proportion of frequencies into account. It requires the 

observations of 50 issues containing these terms.  The 

prominent initial terms in Table 2 are type, behaviour, 

typescript and variable. Using these terms with the 

accompanying terms, Informative issues are analyzed 

manually. For the informative issues type, among the 

issues, it has been realized that variable declarations 

were inconsistently used in the code for some values and 

data types. Here, the data type string stands out. It is 

considered as problematic, in particular for lines 

existing under function declarations in the code. 

After pointing out the problems in the software, test 

scenarios should be created for debugging purposes.  

These findings pave the way for the detailed analysis of 

relevant descriptions. Test cases are constructed after 

the analysis by looking at the influence of the terms. 

Test cases are investigated and the main reason can be 

figured out.  

An accurate identification of the problem, will 

diminish the effort to solve. Problems can be prioritized 

and they can be assessed for scheduling and for 

determining the number of developers needed. This 

knowledge will help us predict when the next release 

would be possible.  
 

 Installation Type Issues: the methodology we have 

described in section 3 has been applied for the 

informative type issues. Association rule mining 

algorithm has been run with the abovementioned 

parameter values. Tables 3 and 4 show the ranked 

nine rules after removing duplication. 

The results have been obtained by looking at the rules 

that are the by-product of the installation type issues. 

According to the results, it can be clearly stated that 

visual and studio terms coexist together as one phrase. 

It appears that it is the subpart of the whole expression, 

MS Visual Studio IDE. Table 4 displays the finalized 

list. The list is ranked.  Initial terms are taken and the 

accompanying terms are the co-occurring terms. They 

point to the contribution of each accompanying term to 

the initial term.  

Table 3. Frequent item sets of installation issue types. 

Items Count Confidence 

studio, typescript, visual 8 

1 

file, typescript 7 

studio, typescript 6 

typescript, compiler 6 

visual, studio 6 

file, project, typescript  5 

version, visual, studio 5 

file, version, typescript  5 

fine, variable 5 

 

The study on the installation type issues takes the 

proportions of frequencies into account. It requires the 

observations of 29 issues containing these terms.   

Initial terms that are notable are the terms: version, 

typescript, file, visual-studio, and studio. By looking at 
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these initial terms and accompanying terms manually, it 

is inferred that the typescript project points to some 

discrepancies for a particular version while compiling 

under MS Visual Studio IDE. 

Table 4. Analysis of Frequent item sets of the installation issue types. 

Initial Term Accompanying Terms Count/Over  

typescript file 
6/40 

 
typescript compiler 

typescript studio 

typescript visual-studio 

5/40 
typescript file, project 

typescript file, version  

typescript studio, version 

studio typescript 6/11 

studio typescript, version 5/11 

visual-studio type 6/19 

visual-studio version 5/19 

file typescript, project 
5/17 

file version, typescript 

file typescript 7/17 

version line 5/15 

Another inference from Table 4 is that the terms 

relating to the aspects mentioned above often exist. 

Installation issues form critical criteria for using any 

scripting language. Ease in practical use and 

compatibility come first. These aspects turn it into a 

popular language.  

Varying IDEs may run under differing platforms. 

They must be compatible. Developers are sensitive to 

IDE’s they have been using.  

Domain experts can easily figure out the problems 

with the version by checking the relevant issues.  This 

may also reduce the time for detecting the problem with 

the version. 

A clear explanation for the issue of the installation, 

this may be any problem varying from the compilation 

within a IDE to platform specific installation. The team 

responsible for that particular task is notified with the 

detailed requirement description.   

This will also require the preparation of the testing 

stage and maintaining the code.  

Finally, actions that are taken are expected to be 

finished timely. Addressing the issues will be a good 

start for better planning. 
 

 Documentation Type Issues: the methodology we 

have described in section 3 has been applied for the 

documentation issues. The association rule mining 

algorithm has been run with the abovementioned 

parameter values. Tables 5 and 6 show the ranked 

eight rules after removing the duplication.  Below, 

there are items that are considered to be important; 

they have been ranked. The calculations have been 

done by using the issues of type documentation. 

Based on the pre-specified support and confidence 

parameter values, the rules that have been discovered 

present the items in Table 6. During the frequency 

computation, it has been concluded that the two 

terms, visual and studio occur together, so they are 

taken as one phrase. 

Table 5. Frequent item sets of documentation type. 

Items Count Confidence 

new, typescript 4 

1 

issue, documentation 3 

good, typescript 3 

topic, language 3 

node, typescript 3 

visual, studio 3 

way, typescript 3 

language, typescript 4 0.8 

Table 6 resorts the terms. The initial term stays under 

inspection, and the accompanying terms represent their 

impact on the initial term.   

The study on the documentation type issues takes the 

proportions of the frequencies into account. It requires 

the observations of 36 issues containing these terms.   
Initial terms that are notable are the terms: language and 
typescript. It can be stated that there are limited number 
of issues of type documentation. The subject of the 
concerns are more common among the issues. In 
parallel, this is also supported when its content is 
inspected. One direction is the fact that there is a need 
to clarify the language of the documentation due to its 
ambiguity.    

Initial and accompanying terms together reveal the 

fact that the layout and the way it is disseminated are the 

main concerns. These concerns have been supported 

when the documents are elaborated. The issues expose 

the need for introducing features not existing or 

undetailed.  

Table 6. Analysis of frequent item sets of documentation issue type. 

Initial term Accompanying terms Count/Over 

typescript language 
4/17 

typescript new 

typescript good 

3/17 typescript node 

typescript way 

language typescript 4/7 

language topic 3/7 

 

All of these findings lead us to the corrections in the 

document. It should be imminent to revise the 

document. Apart from the software itself, one of its 

supportive parts is documentation which gives the hints 

on understanding and using the language. Insufficient 

documentation of a software may hinder the use of a 

software in development. Detection of weak points 

besides its ambiguity can be addressed easily after 

focusing on the necessary parts. Selected developers 

who are in charge of the development may give more 

information or examples on particular parts of it.   

 Performance Type Issues: the methodology we have 

described in section 3 has been applied for the 

performance issues. Association rule mining 

algorithm is run with the abovementioned parameter 

values. Table 7 show the initial results. Here, 

performance is common across all the rows. Here, 

that shows us that terms other than the performance 

will be the accompanying terms. The ranking will not 

change. 
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Table 7. Frequent item sets of performance type. 

Item sets Count Confidence 

way, performance 7 

1 

output, performance 5 

compilation, performance 5 

great, performance 5 

possible, performance 4 

class, performance 4 

module, performance 4 

Tsc (compiler), performance 4 

performance 4 

compilation, file 4 

useful, performance 4 

 

The study on the performance type issues takes the 

proportion of frequencies into account. It requires the 

observations of 28 issues containing these terms.   

Performance is the sole term. By taking into account 

both the initial and accompanying terms, when the 

issues having these terms are analysed, some classes and 

modules are hard to use. Because of trials and errors, the 

expected results according to the issues may not be 

giving.  This also causes hard time in compiling the code 

snippets in terms of the performance; translating it to 

another script in shorter amount of time. 

These issues can be addressed easily by the team. 

They may be included in the to do list with some 

priorities. Furthermore, next versions will be arranged 

so that critical portions of the software can be improved 

(using typescript) to the developers satisfaction.  

5. Conclusions  

We have studied the open source software development 

environments. One of the important OSS was git and 

github together. They alleviate the development of a 

software in a distributed environment. It may be public 

or private. Especially when the development 

environment is public, developers and users may 

together serve to the improvement of the software with 

the issues they have created. They are expressed with 

natural language.  

These issues are helpful for grasping the needs of the 

software. A system requiring human involvement has 

been proposed, with the help of managers, an 

affirmation of the needs is necessary because the 

absolute accuracy must exist to prefer a fully automated 

system. Differences in software would also cause the 

shift in concepts. However, any missing understanding 

in the requirement or priorities would cause the software 

to fail or at least hamper the next versions. It also will 

affect the schedule and resource plan of the 

development in terms of money, time and human.  

Natural language processing yet presents us an 

opportunity for the reuse of the issues in github to 

elaborate the needs for the software. A categorization of 

the requirements has been identified. A manual 

categorization of issues has been performed to robustly 

work on the terms. A pre-processing step cleanses the 

date, removes the outliers and only considers nouns and 

adjectives selectively. A market basket data analysis has 

been performed on the terms. Frequently occurring 

terms in sets have been retained and ranked for 

prioritization. This facilitates to understand the needs. 

An efficient resource planning can be possible.  

6. Future Work  

There is still room to be developed. A semi-automated 

system can be improved. Manually categorizing issues 

also can be performed automatically while transitioning 

to another software with transfer learning methods. At 

least, a metric can be devised to reduce the time spent 

for manual categorization.  

We have studied a limited amount of time for limited 

number of issues. It may also be scaled out for larger 

projects. Sentiment analysis in this work can also be 

incorporated to fully understand positive and negative 

aspects. It would also help us reviewing the expectations 

against the feedbacks.  

In the future one more direction would be to overlook 

the evolution of the software throughout the versions to 

understand how the software has improved and what 

needs are realistic with a lookback option. Our work 

will also be validated by the existing methods in the 

future.   
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